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TUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS
OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
e ·

DR SIMON TAYLOR writes about close encounters with student learning
in Year 9 and 10 science classrooms.

W

hat is learning like in
Years 9 and 1 O science
from a student's
viewpoint? What is really going
on? Let's take the opportunity
to get up close to their learning
world.
My current research examines
the perceptions of secondary
students - how they see learning
in their science lessons. This
article centres on what we as
teachers can learn from student
voice, how personally relevant
learning contexts used in lessons

were particularly significant for
Maori and Pacifica students, and
how established collaborative
practices influenced student
engagement.
A key feature of The
New Zealand Curriculum places
emphasis on teacher actions
promoting student learning
in the 'Effective Pedagogy'
section (Ministry of Education,
2007). It's been in the spotlight
in the professional learning
and development initiatives
over recent years where there

is importance on creating a
supportive learning environment,
encouraging reflective thought,
and enhancing the relevance of
new learning for students.
However, what kind of learning
do we want to promote for our
students in our science classes
(as well as for ourselves as
science teachers)? How should
we go about making changes to
the way we teach science that
embrace effective pedagogy
described in the curriculum? One
major factor that emerged from
an extensive study in
New Zealand directed by Graham
Nuthall was that the power of
peer relationships and teacher
interactions directly shaped
student learning experiences
(Nuthall, 2007). Furthermore,
Science Capabilities (Ministry
of Education, 2014) have been
identified from the Nature
of Science strand in the The
New Zealand Curriculum to
promote the concept of science
citizenship. Students are urged to
bring a scientific perspective to
decisions and actions.
They are encouraged to:
» work collaboratively both with
their peers and their teacher
» reflect on why they are learning
about a topic
» challenge views using evidence
» ponder the validity of
experiments
» share their developing ideas
with their classmates
» use their scientific
understandings to make
decisions
» take actions in social and
cultural contexts.
These are challenging
propositions for science
teachers of 21st century
teenagers. Importantly, these
descriptions imply that learning is
inextricably linked with the social
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encounters of science activities
in the classroom. For example,
if students are required to share
their developing ideas with
their peers, then what matters
is how they do that and what
the students extract from the
experience. Their experience of
the activity shapes their learning
(Nuthall, 2007), and if they have
the opportunity to evaluate and
reflect. these can be helpful
levers to go on and ask further
questions. To find out how
students experience science in the
immediate learning environment
and measure what actually
happens in science classrooms
through their eyes could help
teachers further unpack the
Nature of Science strand. Perhaps
there is a danger to rush to list
strategies and construct methods
with these specific capabilities
in mind, so let's take a breath to
ponder the world of the teenager
in science lessons.
The research
This research predominantly
focused on gathering student
voice at the junior years of
secondary school, collecting
descriptions from a wide range of
classes and using a quantitative
student survey, learning drawings
and student interviews to
measure this. About 950 Year 9
and 10 secondary students in 41
science classes attending schools
situated in the central North Island
were invited over a period of three
years to share their perceptions
of what science learning was like
in their lessons. The following
comments are a brief and
introductory interpretation of four
themes (student perceptions) that
were highlighted:
Shared Control titled as
'Learning to learn'. This is the
extent to which students are being
invited to share with the teacher;
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ta ke control of the learn i n g
environment. inc l u ding
the artic u l ation of
learning goa ls; and design
and manage learning
activities - this i n cluded
practica l experiments,
and the determination
and application of
assessment criteria.
As teachers we can empathise
with the metaphor 'learners in
the driving seat' h ighlighting the
significa nce of students taking
control of the learning, but how
does this happen in Year 9 and 1 0
science classes? Sharing control
with students is a practice by
teachers that could be considered
cha l lenging (Watkins, Carnell &
Lodge, 2007) because of t i me
and curriculum content coverage
constraints, particu larly i n
secondary schools where tight
timetables can reduce science to
three hours per week.
Using both actual and
preferred student forms of a
lea rning environment survey,
results show students preferred
a far greater collaborative and
participatory classroom than
what was measured of the actual
environment. The shared control
theme revea led the lowest score
(44 per cent) compared with the
other three themes. See the table
below for compa risons.
From resu lts of the survey with
respect to an indivi d u a l item "I
h e l p the teacher to plan what I'm
going to learn", on average, 39 per
cent of the participants signalled
that they almost never did th is
with their science teacher and 68
per cent of the students ind icated
that they either never d i d this or
they seldom d id. Thus we see an
emerging pattern about attitudes
in sharing control with the
teacher with a la rge percentage
of students perceivi ng a limited
capacity in co-constructin g
their learning with the teacher.
Preferred data a l s o indicated
a yearn ing from the students
to work more closely with the
teacher in decision-making in
science lessons.
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What is learning like in
Years 9 and 10 science
from a student's viewpoint?
.
What is really going on? Let's take
the opportunity to get up close to
their learning world.
Learning about the world
Personal Relevance, or 'Lea rning
about the world' was the
second theme describing the
extent to which school science
and students' out-of-school
experiences are connected,
and how students make use of
the i r everyday experiences as
a mea ningful context for the
development of their scientific
knowledge. With t h is in m i n d ,
students' views of learn i n g a s
drawi ngs were collected to
help the research take on more
of a q u a l itative measure, with
emphasis on personal relevance.

"What students see in classrooms
has an infl uence on the way
they understand learning and
especi a l ly learning in school"
(Watkins, Carnell & Lodge, 2007,
p. 27) and one way to exa m i n e
these comprehensions is t o
i nvite students to draw learning.
However, learning is not an object
but a process and this can pose
a challenge to students when
asked to draw the learning in their
classroom. The test in drawing a
process such as learn ing involves
th i n king about abstract concepts.
Sarason (2004) notes the term

STUDENT LE� RNI NG ENVIRONMENT SURVEY

"WHAT HAPPENS IN MY SCI ENCE
CLASSROOM?"

A su mmary of mean values across themes over three years, N=689.

TH E M E

STU DENT PE RCEPT I O N S
ACTUAL MEANS %

Shared Control

44

Personal Relevance

63

Critical Voice

66

Student Negot.i ation

69

Key:
0-20%
21 -40%

Almost never happens
Seldom happens

41 -60%
6 1 -80%
8 1 - 1 00%

Sometimes happens
Often happens
Almost always happens

'learning' is not l i ke the
words 'boat' or 'water',
or 'rocket', which have
vis i ble, concrete mea n i n g .
In mak i n g these pictu res,
students do not merely
represent what they see,
but they do consider
aspects, l i ke for example,
their position, size and
image of the teacher, the physica l
natu re of the classroom incl u d i n g
w h a t is written on t h e board,
the cu ltural i mages, scientific
contexts, social interactions and
sometimes they include speech
bubbles with written words
descri b i n g their th i n ki ng. It is
understood that drawing is much
more than a simple representation
of what one sees. The act of
d rawing and the production of
a vis u a l s u m m a ry of experience
can be a powerfu l mechan ism in
maki n g sense of the experience
where M ilne (2008) assures us
that children use drawing to
grapple with the meaning and
pu rpose of their l ives.
The fol lowing question was
posed: "What does learning look
l i ke in your science class?".
Students were invited to
compose the i r drawings of the
science lesson on an A4-sized
piece of white paper. All the
drawings were un ique - there
no drawing was identical to
another, a n d the majority (97
per cent) of all the students
portrayed classmates in their
pictures. This suggests that
most students perceived their
learn i n g in conj u n ction with
other classmates and most (74
per cent) had specific deta i l s of
classmates a n d/or teacher (e.g.
facial features, hairstyle, clothes).
Most (71 per cent) of the drawings
depicted a teacher somewhere in
the picture and 14 per cent of the
d rawings presented the teacher
as the central figure in the room.
What was surprising was that only
37 per cent of the drawings had
specific deta ils indicat i n g science
was taught there (scientific
apparatus, science terms on
the whiteboard) and in terms of »
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persona l relevance, there were
very few (7 per cent) drawings
depicting learning about science
outside of school, such as cu rrent
events or personal i nterests
that were linked with science. I n
addition t o the learning drawings,
there was h ig h statistica l
significa nce in the quantitative
resu lts with respect to personal
relevance and ethn icity. In
comparisons, the New Zealand
European students showed
h igher perceptions of personal
relevance i n science lessons with
a mean of 64 per cent, compared
with New Zealand Maori (60 per
cent) and Pacifi ka (55 per cent)
students, One of the items in the
survey, "My new learning sta rts
with problems about the world
outside of school', revealed a high
proportion of Maori and Pacifika
students signal l i n g that rarely this
happened. In the interviews that
followed, some Maori students
spoke candidly about the
importance of personal relevance
i n their lessons, so that they could
link their world outside of school
to what was happening in their
science lessons.
Personal relevance in science
classroom activ1ties has been
seen as a significant link to
positive student engagement
(Bolstad & H i p kins, 2009) where
students can begin to sense
that their learning about science
is inseparably connected with
their real world and this happens
not j ust at school;l:Jut at home,
when they are at the skate park,
play i n g netball, having dinner, etc.
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However, what is not sometimes
observable to students is that
these connections between
the science activity going on
in the classroom and the rea l
world context are not clearly
demonstrated or del iberately
emphasised. Authentic contexts
such as these may be implied i n
science teac h i n g but ca n often
be lost in the everyday business
of laboratory activities. Time for
reflection and d iscussion on the
purpose of the topic can also be
easily forgotten because of time
constra i nts. However, it is this very
process of reflection with peers
that could make the difference in
drawi ng students further into thei r
learning, so that they could feel
g reater personal involvement a n d
commitment.
In the student interviews, a
question was asked: What kind
of topics would you like to study?
Students spoke of a desire for out
of-school relevance in their lessons
and with particular interest in their
family and in sport. Here are some
short excerpts from different Year
9 student responses.
"I'd really like to learn about
Egypt pyramids and mummies.
I like the science mysteries. Me
and Mum have this scrap book
and we've collected cuttings and
information abo ut mysteries, lost
civilisa tions, ghosts . . . "
"Rugby and sports, touch rugby
I like io know about fitness, how
to keep fit. My dad has a fitness
coach that tells him all about the
body, diet and how he can keep
strong."

Some students were keen to
debate ideas with the i r peers
and take the opportun ity to
look at both sides of current
envi ronmenta l issues, such as,
for example, o i l drilling, sand
m i ning and protection of natural
resources. Some fema l e students
spoke passionately about their
delight in debat i n g ideas with the i r
peers and had strong opi n i o n s
about animal ethics .
Here is an excerpt from an
interview that h ighlights th is
"We speak our minds. I like th is.
I'm not embarrassed if I don 't
know the exact answer. I like
teachers who ask us questions
and want to find out our opinions."

Some Maori students spoke
about being frustrated i n their
science lessons; not engaging
with them at all because they
saw little chance in being able to
talk about things that they were
persona l ly interested i n as the
topic at the time did not fit with
the i r interests. They felt that,
at most, science lessons were
pre-determi ned and they did not
want to embarrass themselves
o r others by attempti n g to make
changes to the programme.
Critical Voice titled as 'Learn i n g
t o speak out' w a s t h e third
theme. This focused on the
extent to which a social climate
had been esta b l i shed in which
students feel that it is leg itimate
and beneficial to debate ideas
and voice their opinion in class.
In the 67 interviews that took
place, a pattern that prevailed in
most was that students spoke

of the genera l freedom and
autonomy they had in speaking
out in class. It was encouraging
to hear most (but not a l l) of the
students i nterviewed, respond i n g
positively t o the way the i r teacher
enco u raged them to spec'lk out
in lessons. Apart from a few
exceptions, overall their voice was
va lued and they felt comforta ble
asking questions of the teacher
and cal l i ng the teacher for
the i r attention. However, some
students remained u ncomfo rtable
about challeng i n g the teacher
about the way they were taught.
Some felt okay tal king about
operation a l tasks but in terms of
explaining science ideas op en l y
to others they were mu c h more
hesitant. M a ny students spoke
enthusiastic a l l y a bout when
the i r teachers used a ra nge of
learning strateg ies, because
they were engaged for longer.
They said that there was more
opportunity to enjoy science and
speak up in class if there was a
mix of d ifferent tasks in a single
lesson. Some students spoke of
wanting a greater choice i n when
they would do the activities in
the lessons. Some students sa id
they were hesitant to discuss
the i r personal scientific queries
because they thought they were
not associated with the topic they
were studying at the time.
Student Negotiation titled
'Learning to communicate',
examined the extent to which
students have opportunities to
explain and j ustify their ideas and
to test the viabil ity of their own
and other students' ideas. Th is
theme had the highest actual
mean score (69 per cent) in the
student su rvey, out of all four
themes.
This theme was identified as
being the most preferred and
valued across all classes over
the three years. Nevertheless,
negotiati ng discussion with
classmates can be a cha llenging
task for teenagers, particularly
when the conversations depend
on their own confidence to
speak up and negotiate the next

steps in a n activity. As teachers,
we are well aware that there
can be much activity g o i n g on
in science lessons in terms of
practica l manipulation, methods
to fol low and classmates in close
proximity to one another. Hence
there are demands for students
to negoti ate conversations and
keep focused on the task. We
asked the question in the student
interviews Tell us about the
opportun i ties you get explaining
ideas i n a science lesson? M a ny
of the responses desc r i b e d how
students initiated discuss ions
by actively seeking and forming
a group where they could have
more opportun ities to ta l k
about ideas than if they were on
their own. Some students felt
overwhelmed with a science
lesson in terms of completing
the written work if there were
minimal co-operative strategies in
place. Here is an excerpt from an
interview that high l i ghts this:
"Most of my answers I write
down from my head. Sometimes
the teacher talks too fast and I
don't understan d. So I ask my
friend about how to do it. She
breaks it down for me."

Many discussed how, if there
were no groups s et up by the
teacher, they would purposely
develop a collaborative structure
with other classmates to h e l p
each other. Another feature o f
t h e student responses was that
form i n g a group or being in a pair
meant students could have the
abi l ity to shield distractions from
other groups. N early all students
in the interviews appreciated
working on science activities in
groups, saying they could share
the load, bounce ideas around and
that they had g reater confidence
in speaking within the grou p than
in a whole class discussion.
The following excerpt highlights
this:
"When we are in groups
working on something, we ha ve
more power over what we can do.
I know the teacher thinks he's the
boss but really we do what we
want. We talk about it together

,,_ student images. These pictures
portrayed the teacher situated at
a distance from the students.

and we do it a lot quicker. We kind
of plan out the different things
to do, while talking. We share the
load."

Many valued some time to talk
about th i n g s other than science
that were concern ing them and
this was the way they liked to
work most of the t i me. Some (1 3
per cent) of the learning d ra w i ngs
portrayed the student directly
interacting with the teacher.
Half of the drawings portrayed
student discussion, movement
in the classroom or there was
a sense of social negotiation

going on in the picture. As
stated, 97 per cent of all the
students portrayed classmates
in their pictures, ind icating the
importance of classmates in their
science learning. There was little
evidence from the pictures of
the act of pla n n i n g the learn i n g
between students or o f the
students operating together with
the teacher in working/p lanning
together. Fourteen per cent of
the drawings presented the
teacher as the central figure in the
room and in larger proportions
compared with the size of the

Conclusion
The world.of the 1 3 - 1 5-yearold students in th is research
is dynamic and particu larly
responsive to social presence,
personal relevance and sharing
control with the teacher.
The students preferred less
dependence on the i r teacher
and much greater shared control
in the lesson. Activities where
the students themselves could
manage the work and m a ke
decisions about prob lems were
considered fun and engaging.
M uch of what these students
do in science was determined
by their soc i a l relationsh i ps and
the drawi ngs highlighted the
i mportance of social negotiations.
There may be increasingly more
emphasis for students to learn
a bout rea l-world issues but these
students were signa l l i n g that th is
ra rely ha ppened. How the choice
of topics where person a l i nterests
were used as contexts did matter
to these students. Collaboration
in the groups transpired when the
classmates had the opportunity
to form groups, share ideas, and
reflect on the reasons why they
are studying a particular topic. <llDr Simon Taylor is the Central North
Island secondary science facilitator
for The University of Auckland. You
can email him at:
sp. taylor@auckland. ac. nz.
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